
Whitey Cardinals Howser Royals: The Call and
the Battle for the Heart Of
For decades, the Whitey Cardinals Howser Royals have captivated the hearts of
baseball fans around the world. Their remarkable performance on the field and
the rich history behind the team make them a formidable force in the world of
baseball. In this article, we'll delve into the fascinating story of the Cardinals,
Howser Royals, and the fierce battle that raged on to win the hearts of their
devoted fans.

Legacy of the Whitey Cardinals

The Whitey Cardinals have a legacy that spans over a century. This storied
franchise has seen triumphs and defeats, but through it all, their commitment to
excellence has never wavered. From the likes of Stan Musial, Bob Gibson, and
Albert Pujols, legendary players have worn the iconic redbird logo on their chest
and left a lasting impact on the sport.

The Cardinals' success can be attributed to a combination of skilled players,
expert coaching, and a passionate fan base. The team's record of 11 World
Series victories is a testament to their dominance and a source of pride for
Cardinals fans worldwide. The team's success is even more remarkable
considering their fierce rivalry with the Howser Royals.
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The Rise of the Howser Royals

The Howser Royals, named after their famous manager Dick Howser, have
emerged as a force to be reckoned with in recent years. While they may not
boast the same historical pedigree as the Cardinals, the Royals have built a
strong franchise by cultivating a dedicated core of players and embracing an
underdog mentality.

In 1985, the Howser Royals shocked the baseball world by winning their first
World Series title after a thrilling comeback against the Cardinals. This victory
ignited a new era for the Royals and garnered a newfound respect from fans
nationwide. The team's determination and resilience endeared them to fans, and
their rivalry with the Cardinals began to intensify.

The Battle for the Heart of Baseball Fans

The rivalry between the Whitey Cardinals and the Howser Royals is more than
just a clash of baseball teams; it represents the battle for the heart and loyalty of
fans. Both teams have a storied history and passionate fan bases who fiercely
defend their chosen team. The battle for supremacy often transpires on the
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baseball diamond, with thrilling matchups and historic moments cementing the
rivalry's significance.

Fans of the Whitey Cardinals point to their team's rich history, unparalleled
success, and legendary players as reasons for their unwavering loyalty. The
Cardinals have a tradition of excellence that spans generations, and this legacy is
a powerful motivator for their fans. The Cardinals' commitment to excellence and
their impact on the community have endeared them to supporters worldwide.

On the other hand, supporters of the Howser Royals argue that their team
represents the true spirit of baseball. The Royals' underdog status and their
history of defying expectations have cultivated a unique bond between the team
and their fans. The Royals' commitment to hard work, resilience, and team
chemistry resonates deeply with supporters who appreciate the grit and
determination displayed by the players.

The Call: Choosing Sides

Choosing between the revered legacy of the Whitey Cardinals and the scrappy
underdog spirit of the Howser Royals is not an easy decision for fans. The battle
for the heart of baseball fans rages on, with each team offering a unique
experience and sense of belonging. Ultimately, it comes down to personal
preference and the values that resonate most with individual supporters.

Whether you find yourself drawn to the rich history and tradition of the Whitey
Cardinals or the resilience and fight of the Howser Royals, there is no denying the
passion and fervor behind each team's fan base. Whichever side you choose,
supporting the Cardinals or the Royals is a commitment to a lifetime of thrilling
baseball moments, camaraderie, and vibrant community.

In



The Whitey Cardinals Howser Royals represent the very essence of what makes
baseball such a beloved sport. Their rivalry has enthralled fans for years, with
both teams fighting for the hearts and loyalty of supporters. The Cardinals' history
of success and tradition clashes with the Royals' underdog mentality and
determination, creating an ongoing battle that captivates baseball fans worldwide.
Regardless of which team you prefer, the spirit of competition and the love for the
game is what truly matters - and these two teams embody that spirit perfectly.
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In the annals of MLB history, the 1985 World Series is remembered almost solely
for “The Call.” In the bottom of the ninth inning of Game 6, umpire Don Denkinger
errantly ruled Kansas City Royals pinch hitter Jorge Orta's groundout a hit,
leading to a rally that enabled Kansas City to win the game and later defeat the
St. Louis Cardinals in Game 7. In Interstate '85: Whitey's Cardinals, Howser's
Royals, The Call, and the Battle for the Heart of Missouri Baseball, author
Marshall Garvey shows the 1985 series was so much more than just “The Call.”
The seven-game battle between Kansas City and St. Louis served as the
culmination of a decade of direct and indirect cross-pollination between Missouri's
esteemed franchises, as if they were beckoning to each other for a meeting in
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October one day. It's rife with human stories, including Royals shortstop Buddy
Biancalana's ascension from David Letterman punchline to postseason hero,
reliever Steve Farr saving Kansas City's season after nearly being out of
baseball, and St. Louis outfielder Tito Landrum completing his arc from mall
security guard to clutch World Series hitter. The book also examines the white-
knuckle divisional races the teams survived to make the playoffs, with the Royals
rallying to surpass the Angels, and the Cardinals outlasting Keith Hernandez and
the hated Mets, and their heart-stopping league championship battles, as the
Cardinals slayed the Dodgers with dramatic home runs and the Royals gritted out
a comeback from being down 3-1 against the Blue Jays. Also explored is the
provincial spectacle of the “Interstate 70 Series,” during which the state of
Missouri came alive during a week when it was the baseball capital of the world.
Drawing upon new interviews with players like Mark Gubicza, Jim Sundberg,
Buddy Biancalana, and Charlie Leibrandt, as well as Don Denkinger himself,
Interstate '85 takes an oft-overlooked Fall Classic and recasts it as a vivid turning
point in baseball history -- one in which two powerhouse franchises produced a
series that embodied baseball at its purest, most exhilarating, and most
controversial.
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